Happily Ever After Card - by Lyn Dwyer
Tools




Fiskars® Everywhere Starter Set
Fiskars® Everywhere Square
Cartridge
Fiskars® Squeeze Punch –
My Funny Valentine
Fiskars® Craft Mat

Materials


Bella Wedding Cardstock Stickers
BW C92 and BWCO8
sandpaper
 Bella Wedding Range –Wedded
paper

Square Embossed White Cards with
Step One
Envelopes –Imprints “Fleur de Lys
 Bella Pearl Sticker BWR54
Open card so that it is flat. Make sure that the pattern is the
 Black flower – Bella/Fynmark
right way up.
 Adhesive DS tape,3D tape
Take Fiskars Everywhere Square Punch and punch out three squares.

Make sure you have a hard surface to punch on. Practise punching first with some scrap paper.
Use the alignment grid on the punch to help line up the second and third windows. Make sure you hear a punch and a
crunch when using this Everywhere Punch...so two clicks otherwise it hasn’t punched right through.
Step Two
Using your choice of paper from the Bella Wedded Range and your Fiskars My Funny Valentine Squeeze Punch punch
out one heart. Take a small piece of fine sandpaper or emery board and distress edges of heart so that the white core
shows through. Add some 3 D tape underneath the heart and attached to the front of Card....see picture for placement.
Step Three
Choose your stickers and add to the card lining them up so that they show through underneath the windows.
Arrange your bird stickers as shown in the picture.
Step Four
Attach flower to the front of card with some adhesive. Next attach a Clear Pearl Sticker to flower.
Step Five
Using the back of your thumb nail create a neat fold on your card. You could use a bone folder if you have one.
Tips to Remember:
-

Make sure you have a solid surface to punch on. Maybe try the Circle Cartridge instead of the Square.

-

It’s important to make sure you hear two clicks when you punch...a punch and a crunch!

-

Using different stickers will create a different look.
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